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Abstract
The integration of topographic data sets is defined as the process of establishing relationships between corresponding object

instances in different, autonomously produced, topographic data sets of the same geographic space. The problem of integrating

topographic data sets is in finding these relationships, considering the differences in content and abstraction. A conceptual

framework is developed. Components of this framework are ontologies and sets of surveying rules. New in this approach is the

introduction of a reference model. A reference model belongs uniquely to the combination of topographic data sets to be

integrated. The framework is tested on two topographic data sets with area instances (polygons) which have crisp and complete

boundaries and are not displaced for cartographic reasons. The overall conclusion is that the ontology-based framework is

feasible, if (1) there is (at least partial) knowledge of the surveying rules, and (2) the data sets can be synchronized in time. The

application of this framework is most suitable for object classes with instances that are easy to identify and have a limited spatial

extent (e.g., buildings).
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1. Introduction

This article explores the notion of semantic

interoperability in the context of the integration of

topographic data sets. Semantic interoperability is here
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informally understood as a merging operation of

topographic data sets, whereby similarities are detected.

Likewise, what is not similar is also distinguished as

such. Our experience of detecting a similarity or

dissimilarity comes from the integration of topographic

data sets, also knownasmap integration.The integration

of topographic data sets is defined as the process of

establishing relationships between corresponding

instances in different, autonomously produced, topo-

graphic data sets of the same geographic space.
.
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Traditionally, in existing map series, corresponding

instances are linked implicitly by a common spatial

reference system, for example the national grid

(Devogele et al., 1996; Sester et al., 1998; Kilpeläinen,

2000). The integration of topographic data sets aims at

making links between corresponding instances expli-

cit by investigating the way data sets are acquired.

Motivation and background of this research is update

propagation, which is the application of updates, from

one data set to another. Update propagation is studied

within the realm of traditional map series (van

Wijngaarden et al., 1997; Uitermark et al., 1998). A

necessary condition for update propagation is the

integration of data sets. While the integration of data

sets is intimately related to update propagation, the

integration of data sets has also a purpose of its own. If

one data set is more specific in certain attributes, and

another data set is more precise in its geometry, then

the combination of this information in a third data set

means ‘the best of both worlds’. With this third data

set, queries can be answered that cannot be answered

by the two data sets separately (‘what roads of class X

have a precision of class Y?’).
2. A conceptual framework for integration

This section provides a foundation for a conceptual

framework for the integration of topographic data sets.

In GIS applications (as well in other applications) the

crucial characteristic of a piece of information is about

the entities that it refers to. It is this referential

meaning that needs to be made explicit and organized

(Guarino, 1997).

The key issue in the integration of data sets is

finding corresponding instances. This process of

semantic matching is only possible if the meaning

of objects is clear. Central to a conceptual framework

for integration is a mechanism that makes object

definitions clear; that means, makes data sets

semantically transparent to each other. In that respect

the integration of data sets can be seen as a

communication problem. Any successful communica-

tion requires a language that builds on a core of shared

concepts (Kuhn, 2001).

It is here that an ontology plays a fundamental role

(Fonseca et al., 2002; Pundt and Bishr, 2002). The

concept and definition of an ontology will be
explained in Section 2.1. A domain ontology is an

ontology with concepts from a certain discipline. A

domain ontology is supplemented with application

ontologies, for each and every topographic data set to

be integrated.

Surveying rules are rules that govern the transfor-

mation process from the actual observed real-world

objects into instances of the data set (Section 2.2).

Concepts from a domain ontology and information

from surveying rules are used for the construction of a

reference model. A reference model is a subset of

concepts from a domain ontology, with additional

structure, uniquely belonging to the combination of

the data sets to be integrated (Section 2.3). Relation-

ships between reference model concepts and applica-

tion ontology concepts define the semantics of a data

set (Section 2.4).

2.1. Definition of an ontology

The notion and use of an ontology is relatively

young, although the term ‘ontology’ has a long history

in philosophical tradition in conceiving ontology as

the science that deals with the nature and organization

of reality. However, in computer science, an ontology

has to do with the explication of knowledge to

overcome the problem of semantic diversity of

different information sources (Visser et al., 2002).

Ontology is defined here as ‘a structured, limitative

collection of unambiguously defined concepts’ (Mars,

1995).

In this research an ontology for a certain discipline

is called a domain ontology. The data sets studied here

are from the discipline of topographic mapping. In a

domain ontology for topographic mapping, definitions

for topographic concepts are supplied, such as ‘road’,

‘railway’, or ‘building’.

An ontology for a specific data set is called an

application ontology. In data sets, labels for surveyed

concepts are used, such as ‘road’, or ‘building’, but

their precise meaning is not necessarily the same as

similar names for concepts in the domain ontology.

That is why we must make a strict distinction between

concepts in the domain ontology, and concepts in the

application ontologies. This distinction addresses

naming diversity, like homonyms (same name used

for different concepts), or synonyms (different names

used for the same concept).
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2.2. Surveying rules

People employ the concept of classes when they

think of and communicate about real-world phenom-

ena. Out of the many classes of real-world phenomena,

only classes, relevant to a certain discipline, which can

be identified and labeled, are included as concepts in a

domain ontology. With this collection of classes we

look at the real-world: it is as if we wear a pair of

glasses, where only instances of classes of the domain

ontology are passed through (Frank, 2001). From this

filtered collection of real-world objects, only those

relevant for a certain application, are captured into a

data set. Surveying rules are rules that govern the

transformation process from the actual observed real-

world objects into instances of the data set.

2.3. Reference model and semantic relationships

In order to integrate different data sets a reference

model is constructed. A reference model is a subset of

refined domain ontology concepts, with additional

structure, uniquely belonging to the combination of

data sets to be integrated. Two well-known abstraction

mechanisms are fundamental for this additional

structure in the reference model:
1. T
here is a generalization/specialization classifica-

tion, which means that classes are grouped into a

taxonomy with superclasses and subclasses.
2. T
1 At the class level are defined the object classes involved. The

actual part-of relation happens at the instance level.
here is a composite/component classification,

which means that classes are grouped into a

partonomy, with composite classes and component

classes.

Therefore, two basic relationships are defined

within the reference model. Assume a reference model

A with its finite set of class labels: a1, a2, a3, etc.

Definition 1a. The basic taxonomy relationship

within a reference model, abbreviated as taxon, is

between a subclass a1 and its superclass a2:

taxon(a1, a2)

Definition 1b. The basic partonomy relationship

within a reference model, abbreviated as parton, is
between a component class a3 and its composite

class a4:

parton(a3, a4)

Relationships between reference model classes and

application ontology classes, define the semantics of a

data set. Assume a data set B with b as one of its classes.

Definition 2. The basic semantic relationship, abbre-

viated as refers_to, is between a reference model class

a, and an application ontology class b:

refers_to(a, b)
Within a reference model, we assume a partonomy:
1. W
ith a one level deep composite/component

structure.
2. A
t least one component class is a constituent to a

composite class. Multiplicity of instances – 0, 1, or

more – of component and composite classes

depends on contents and abstraction.1
3. C
omponent classes are non-exclusive, therefore,

they can be shared by other composite classes.

Furthermore, we impose a many-to-one integrity

constraint on the refers_to relationship: for a given

reference model class a, there is at most one

application class that satisfies the relationship, but

for a given application class b, there may be more

reference model classes a1, a2, etc., satisfying the

relationship. The motivation for this constraint is that a

reference model should be finely grained enough to

express every semantic similarity between reference

model concepts and application ontology concepts.

2.4. Relationships between different application

ontologies

Based on the refers_to relationship, we define

relationships between classes from different applica-

tion ontologies. These relationships determine the

semantics of our universe of discourse in the

integration of data sets. Assume two data sets B
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and C, with class label sets B and C, respectively, and

their reference model A, with class label set A. Let b

be a class label from B, c a class label from C, and a1,

a2, a3, etc. class labels from A. Then the following

four types of relationships are defined.

Definition 3a. There is a equivalent class relationship

(Sequi) between classes b, and c, if there exists a class

a1, such that class a1 refers to both classes b and c:

Sequi ¼ fðb; cÞ 2B � Cj 9 a12A refers to

ða1; bÞ ^ refers to ða1; cÞg

where denotes ‘such that’.

Definition 3b. There is a subclass–superclass rela-

tionship (Srla) between class b, and class c, if there

exist classes a1 and a2, such that class a1 refers to class

b, and class a2 refers to c, with a1 a subclass of a2:

Srla ¼ fðb; cÞ 2B � Cj 9 a1; a22A refers to

ða1; bÞ ^ refers to ða2; cÞ ^ taxon ða1; a2Þg

Definition 3c. There is an explicit composite class–

component class relationship (Srle1) between class b,

and class c, if there exist classes a1 and a2, such that

class a1 refers to class b, and class a2 refers to class c,

with class a1 a component class of class a2:

Srle1 ¼ fðb; cÞ 2B � Cj 9 a1; a22A refers to

ða1; bÞ ^ refers to ða2; cÞ ^ parton

ða1; a2Þg

Definition 3d. There is a implicit composite class–

component class relationship (Srle2) between class b,

and class c, if there exist classes a1, a2, and a3, such

that class a2 refers to class b, and class a3 refers to

class c, with class a1 a component class of both classes

a2 and a3:

Srle2 ¼ fðb; cÞ 2B � Cj 9 a1; a2; a32A refers to

ða2; bÞ ^ refers to ða3; cÞ ^ parton

ða1; a2Þ ^ parton ða1; a3Þg
If an element (b, c) 2 B � C belongs to the types of

relationships in Definitions 3a–3d than we speak of

semantically similar classes. Otherwise classes are

incompatible (for more details, see Uitermark, 2001).
3. Defining data set integration

Domain ontology, application ontologies, surveying

rules, a reference model, semantic and geometric

relationships are the fundamental building blocks for a

conceptual framework for ontology-based integration

of topographic data sets (Fig. 1). With these building

blocks data set integration is defined, including

corresponding classes and corresponding instances—

the latter being the ultimate goal of the integration of

data sets (Section 3.1). Important parts in the definition

of corresponding instances are location (Section 3.2),

consistency (Section 3.3) and synchronization of data

sets (Section 3.4).

3.1. A definition of topographic data set

integration

Definition 4a. The integration of topographic data

sets is the process of establishing explicit relationships

between corresponding instances in different, auton-

omously produced, topographic data sets of the same

geographic space.

To define ‘corresponding instances’ we need to

define ‘corresponding classes’:

Definition 4b. Corresponding classes areclasses from

different application ontologies, which have an ‘equiva-

lent’, ‘subclass–superclass’, or an implicit/explicit

‘composite class–component class’ relationship.

Definition 4c. ‘Corresponding instances’ are

instances:
1. f
rom corresponding classes,
2. s
haring a similar location,
3. c
onsistent with the surveying rules, and
4. s
ynchronized in time.

3.2. Location and the integration of topograhic

data sets

‘Location’ refers to the geometry of an instance in a

topographic data set. In this research, ‘sharing a

similar location’ in Definition 4c, is made operational

by the overlap between different polygons. The
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Fig. 1. An ontology-based framework for the integration of topographic data sets.
justification for choosing overlap as ‘similar location’

lies in the precision and accuracy of topographic data

sets. Detecting overlap between instances of different

data sets is done by an overlay operation (van

Oosterom, 1994). Note that choosing overlap for

‘similar location’ removes in a certain sense stochas-

ticity from data sets. Any amount of overlap is now

sufficient to declare semantically similar instances as

candidates for corresponding instances. This removal

of stochasticity is only temporarily. Stochasticity is

introduced again in consistency checking.

3.3. Consistency checking

The notion ‘consistent with the surveying rules’ in

Definition 4c is fundamental in this research, because

inconsistencies should be resolved before update

propagation can happen. ‘Consistency’ implies pos-

sible real-world situations that are correctly repre-

sented by corresponding instances. Or more formally,

if data sets are consistent, we cannot refute possible

real-world situations, represented by the data sets.

The reference model, and the overlay operation,

detect candidates for corresponding instances. Then,

in order to decide if candidates are consistent, we have

to take additional conditions from surveying rules into

account. Therefore, ‘consistency checking’ is defined
in terms of reference model classes, overlap, and

additional conditions from surveying rules.

Additional conditions are expressions with the-

matic, geometric, or topological attributes. For

example, ‘situated in urban region’ is a thematic

attribute, ‘area size � 9 m2’ is a geometric attribute,

and ‘adjacent to a road’ is a topological attribute.

Additional conditions imply additional criteria,

whether a real-world object should be considered as

member for a certain class, its class intension. After

this decision – the actual application of surveying

rules – the extension of a class is the set of all its

members (Molenaar, 1998). Consistency checking can

be made operational by testing whether different

extensions of candidates satisfy both intensions.

However, candidates come in two types, simple or

complex:
1. A
 simple candidate correspondence consists of a

pair of corresponding instances, a 1 to 1

correspondence.
2. A
 complex candidate correspondence is an n to m

correspondence.

Usually, simple correspondences are from ‘equiva-

lent’ relationships, or ‘subclass–superclass’ relation-

ships, and complex correspondences are from
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Table 1

GBKN class Building with labels and descriptions

Class label Description

Hoofdgebouw Mainbuilding (‘Building’ with one or more

postal addresses)

Bijgebouw Annex (‘Building’ without address)
‘composite class–component class’ relationships.

Simple candidates need a minimum effort in

consistency checking, but complex candidates need

some mechanism to break down n to m correspon-

dences into several 1 to 1 correspondences, a subject

for future research.

3.4. The synchronization of data sets

The data sets to be integrated are from the same

geographic space. Furthermore, they should also

represent the same ‘snapshot’ in time. Therefore,

data sets must have ‘history’, that means a mechanism

to roll back to a common moment in time, in order to

get synchronized. Every instance should have a pair of

attributes, tmin and tmax. An instance is valid starting

from (and including) tmin and remains valid until (and

excluding) tmax. Current instances get a special value

max_time for tmax, where max_time is larger than any

other time value. When an instance changes then tmax

is set to current time, and a new version of this instance

gets tmin as current time. In this way one is able to

reconstruct a given situation at any point in history

(van Oosterom, 1997).
4. An experiment

The conceptual framework for integration is tested

on existing topographic data sets. The procedure for

testing is as follows:
(a) S
tarting point are the data sets and their surveying

rules. Two topographic data sets (GBKN and

TOP10vector) are introduced in Section 4.1.
(b) A
 common subset of domain ontology concepts is

chosen, and surveying rules of both data sets are

made explicit. Furthermore, both data sets are

compared in detail at the instance level in order to

find resemblances and differences, which are not

entirely explained by surveying rules (Section 4.2).
(c) F

Table 2

TOP10vector class Building with labels and descriptions

Class label Description
rom the previous information, a reference model

is constructed. Special attention is given to certain

real-world situations relevant in the construction

of the reference model (Section 4.3).
1000 Mainbuilding or Annex

1050 Barn

1073 Greenhouse

A guideline for the construction of a reference

model is presented in Section 4.4. The procedure is
demonstrated for domain class ‘Building’. For other

domain classes, like ‘Road’ or ‘Railway’ (see Uiter-

mark, 2001).

4.1. The data sets

The integration process is investigated between

area classes of two topographic data sets, GBKN and

TOP10vector:
1. G
BKN data set is a Dutch large-scale data set

(presentation scale 1:1000). It is usually produced

by photogrammetric stereo plotting with field

completion. It is a nation-wide coverage of

buildings, roads, railways and waterways (for

‘Building’ see Table 1).
2. T
OP10vector data set is a Dutch medium-scale

data set (presentation scale 1:10,000). It is usually

produced by photogrammetric mono plotting with

field completion. It is a nation-wide coverage of

buildings, roads, railways, waterways and land use

(for ‘Building’ see Table 2).

4.2. Refining domain class building with

surveying rules

Domain ontology class ‘Building’ is defined in

Table 3.

For GBKN, according to Table 1, we need

reference model classes for:
� h
oofdgebouw, defined as ‘Building’ with one or

more addresses, and
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Table 3

Domain ontology class ‘Building’ and its definition

Class label Domain ontology concept definition

Building Free standing covered area, partly or completely

enclosed by walls, allowing access by people,

and directly or indirectly connected to the terrain
� b
ijgebouw, defined as ‘Building’ without address.

Therefore, domain ontology class ‘Building’ is

divided into two reference model subclasses:
1. ‘
Fig

(pin
mainbuilding’, defined as ‘Building’ with one or

more addresses and
2. ‘
annex’, defined as ‘Building’ without address.

For TOP10vector, according to Table 2, we need

reference model classes for:
� 1
000, defined as ‘mainbuilding’ or ‘annex’
� 1
050, defined as ‘annex’ with a roof on poles, with

not more than one wall, and
� 1
073, defined as ‘annex’ mainly made of glass.

TOP10vector class 1000 is a union of classes

‘mainbuilding’ and ‘annex’. However, comparing

surveying rules, according to Fig. 2, an ‘annex’

adjacent to ‘mainbuilding’ is not acquired in

TOP10vector. Therefore, class ‘annex’ is divided into

two reference model subclasses:
1. ‘
adjacent annex’, defined as ‘Building’ without

address, connected with ‘mainbuilding’.
2. ‘
free standing annex’, defined as ‘Building’ with-

out address, not connected with ‘mainbuilding’.

Note that we are obliged by the previous distinction

– ‘adjacent annex’ and ‘freestanding annex’ – to
. 2. ‘Annex’ (white), adjacent to ‘mainbuilding’ (black) is not acquired

k-yellow).
introduce this distinction in GBKN class bijgebouw.

This adding of semantics to class bijgebouw is done by

a test of adjacency with class hoofdgebouw.

Both TOP10vector class 1050 (‘barn’) and TOP10-

vector class 1073 (‘greenhouse’) are ‘free standing

annexes’. Consequently, ‘free standing annex’ is

divided into three reference model subclasses:
1. ‘
for
barn’, defined as ‘free standing annex’, with a roof

on poles, with not more than one wall.
2. ‘
greenhouse’, defined as ‘free standing annex’,

mainly made of glass.
3. ‘
remaining free standing annex’, defined as ‘free

standing annex’, neither ‘barn’ nor ‘greenhouse’.

Furthermore, comparing GBKN and TOP10vector

data sets reveals with regard to ‘Building’ that, if two

or more individuals of ‘Building’ in the terrain are

nearby each other, they are acquired in combination,

and represented as a single TOP10vector object

instance (Fig. 3). Indeed, according to TOP10vector

surveying rules, individuals of ‘Building’ are acquired

in combination, if their distance is <2 m, except for a

‘ditch’ or ‘footpath’ between them. Note that this

situation causes a complex 2 to 1 correspondence.

‘Mainbuilding’, ‘adjacent annex’, and ‘free stand-

ing annex’ (with ‘barn’, ‘greenhouse’, and ‘remaining

free standing annex’ as subclasses) become reference

model classes. An overview of reference model

classes is presented in Table 4, a common universe

of discourse for GBKN and TOP10vector with respect

to ‘Building’.

4.3. Special situations in the construction of a

reference model

After the refinement of a domain ontology class we

have to construct a reference model with the
TOP10vector class 1000 (black), and ‘disappears’ in class 5263
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Fig. 3. Two ‘Buildings’, less than two meters apart (‘mainbuilding’,

and ‘free standing annex’, in black), are combined into a single

TOP10vector class 1000 instance (in red).
relationships defined in Section 2.4. There are three

situations that require special attention:
1. C
Tab

Do

Do

Bui
lasses, exclusively acquired for only one of the

data sets. For example, a building subclass is not

acquired for one of the data sets because its area

size is smaller than a certain limit. Apparently this

class does not exist for the other data set: during its

acquisition it was substituted by surrounding,

adjacent classes. In reference model constructing,

an analogy with component classes is used.

Component classes ‘disappear’ in composite

classes. Therefore, if a class in one data set is

not acquired for the other data set, then this class is

modeled as a component class of ‘surrounding’

classes.
2. I
nstances of domain classes that are acquired in

parts. For example, a part of an instance of class

‘sidewalk’ is combined with an instance of class

‘road’, and another part of an instance of class

‘sidewalk’ is combined with a ‘land use’ class.

Thus, parts of domain classes are transformed

within one data set into different application

classes. The solution for this situation is to model
le 4

main ontology class ‘Building’ and its refinements into reference model s

main ontology class Refined subclass in reference model

lding Mainbuilding

Adjacent annex

Free standing annex

Barn

Greenhouse

Remaining free standing annex
such a domain class as a shared component class of

both application classes involved.
3. D
omain classes, which are not represented in both

data sets. For example, a class ‘verge’ is in one data

set combined with an (adjacent) class ‘road’ into a

composite road class, and in another data set

combined with an (adjacent) class ‘grass land’ into

a composite land use class. Hence, ‘verge’ will not

be represented as an independent class in neither

data set. Here, the solution for this situation is also

to model ‘verge’ as a shared component class of

both the composite road class and the composite

land use class.

4.4. A guiding principle for constructing a

reference model

In Table 4, we have the refined subclasses for

domain class ‘Building’. After the activities in the

previous subsections there is an indication, which

classes can be seen as ‘subclass–superclass’, or

‘component class - composite class’ to each other,

i.e. what role an application class has with respect to

an application class in another data set. For every role

we need a distinct reference model class.

To facilitate the construction of the reference

model, having a taxonomy subgraph and a partonomy

subgraph, a guiding principle is presented:
1. D
etermine for every application class its role in a

semantic similarity. If its role is in:

a. an equivalent relationship, then identify its

reference model class, and put it in the

taxonomy subgraph;

b. a ‘subclass–superclass’ relationship, then iden-

tify its reference model classes, create if
ubc

De

‘Bu

‘Bu

‘Bu

‘Fr

tha

‘Fr

‘Fr
lasses for GBKN and TOP10vector

finition of refined subclass in reference model

ilding’ with one or more addresses

ilding’ without address connected with ‘Mainbuilding’

ilding’ without address not connected with ‘Mainbuilding’

ee standing annex’ with a roof on poles with not more

n one wall

ee standing annex’ mainly made of glass

ee standing annex’ neither ‘Barn’ nor ‘Greenhouse’
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Fig. 4. Reference model constructs for ‘Building’: (red ovals) TOP10vector labels; (green ovals) GBKN labels; (black boxes) reference model

labels; (solid arrow) taxon relationship; (dashed arrow) parton relationship; (double arrow) refers_to relationship.
necessary a distinct reference model superclass,

and put it in the taxonomy subgraph;

c. a ‘composite class–component class’ relation-

ship, then identify its reference model class or

classes, create if necessary a distinct reference

model composite class, and put it in the

partonomy subgraph.
2. D
etermine for every application class its refers_to

relationship with classes from the reference model.

For an example, see Fig. 4. On the right-hand side is

GBKN class losbijgebouw in its role as a distinct ‘free

standing annex’ superclass, labeled ‘T_freeannex’, for

TOP10vector classes 1073 and 1050 (rule 1b of the

guideline). On the left-hand side is GBKN class

losbijgebouw in its role as component class of a

distinct ‘mainbuilding or annex’ composite class

‘compbldg’ (=composite building) for TOP10vector

class 1000 (rule 1c of the guideline; Fig. 3).

Now this ‘guideline’ seems linear, but it is not. It is

cyclic, and iterative. The idea is to design a structure

that is semantically rich and finely grained enough, to

express every semantic similarity between data sets.

Central in this ‘guideline’ is the concept of role. A role

is what a data set class is in confrontation with another

data set class: this can be an equivalent class, a subclass,

a superclass, a component class, or a composite class.

A data set class may have different roles. The

question if all roles should be modeled depends on

their occurrence. If a role is very rare (e.g. a very small

‘mainbuilding’, i.e. a transformer station, that will be

acquired for GBKN, not for TOP10vector), then it can

be treated as an exception (a singleton, see Section
4.5), because if modeled it would obscure the clarity of

the reference model.

4.5. Evaluation experimental results

The reference model is applied to sample data sets

from GBKN and TOP10vector:
1. T
he GBKN data set has 694 instances, from 12

classes.
2. T
he TOP10vector data set has 295 instances, from

13 classes.

Candidates for corresponding instances are

detected, and subsequently checked for consistency

with surveying rules. Many candidates are of a

complex type, i.e. groups, or clusters, of instances

corresponding to each other (Section 3.3).

When candidates are inspected, it is concluded that:
� 1
98 candidates are consistent and
� s
even candidates are inconsistent.

Inconsistency of candidates is caused by surveying

rule errors, which are detected accordingly.

Twenty-eight instances do not participate in a

correspondence. These are called singletons. If all the

roles between classes of different data sets have been

modeled completely and correctly then a singleton

indicate possibly two types of errors:
� S
urveying rule errors, i.e. production omissions and

maintenance errors, or
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� M
odel errors, i.e. violations of underlying model

assumptions.

When singletons are inspected it is concluded that:
� 2
6 singletons are surveying rule errors, (‘production

omissions’), and
� t
wo singletons are model errors, that is to say

violations of underlying model assumptions.

These last two singletons are caused by instances

that are small with respect to the imprecision of the

data sets. Because a very small number of singletons is

caused by model errors it is concluded that the

problem of the integration of topographic data sets can

be solved with an ontology-based approach. The

combination of candidates for correspondences and

singletons, followed by systematic inspection, ensures

that we can find all correspondences (completeness),

and discriminate between consistent and inconsistent

correspondences (correctness).

The overall conclusion is that the ontology-based

framework for integration and its subsequent imple-

mentation is feasible, subject to the conditions that

there is:
1. A
t least partial knowledge of the surveying rules. If

knowledge of surveying rules is incomplete, then a

solution for incomplete surveying rules is compar-

ing and inspecting data sets at the instance level

(visually, by overlaying both data sets).
2. T
he data sets can be synchronized in time.

The application of this framework is most suitable

for object classes with instances that are easy to identify

and have a limited spatial extent (e.g. buildings).
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